An integral representation for the relaxation in BV(Q; W) of the functional with respect to BV weak • convergence is obtained. The bulk term in the integral representation reduces to QW, the quasiconvexification of W, and it is shown exactly how optimal approximating sequences behave along 5(u), for scalar valued u.
Introduction
Given a functional E: T-* R, where T is a function space, a central problem is to understand what the convergence of u n -* it in ^ implies about {U(tz n )} and J5(tx). In particular, the direct method of the Calculus of Variations can only be applied if E is lower semicontinuous with respect to the appropriate notion of convergence in T. When there is failure of this lower semicontinuity, a natural object to look at is the relaxed functional /: F-tR defined by I(u) := inf I liminf E{u n ) : u n -¥ u\.
Often, a priori known properties of E and T ensure lower semicontinuity of I. When E stands for physical energy and T represents states of a physical system, there is an interesting consequence of this failure of lower semicontinuity: the apparent, macroscopic state may not accurately reflect the actual, microscopic state or properties of the system. That is, if the macroscopic view corresponds to u G T, all that is known is that the system is in a small neighborhood of tx in T. HE were lower semicontinuous, then for small enough neighborhoods, the state might as well be u, as there is no need to develope microstructure to lower the energy. Lack of lower semicontinuity suggests that it might be energetically necessary to develope this infinitely fine detail.
In the case of failure of lower semicontinuity, relaxing the energy has two benefits. First, it tells us the actual energy of a macroscopic state, since given a macroscopic configuration, the system will choose a state that is close, but with as low energy as possible. The second benefit comes from finding integral representations of I. Often, if we let the underlying domain A for functions in T vary, A *-> I(U\A) is the trace of a measure, in particular, a Radon measure absolutely continuous with respect to C N -f \Du\, where C N stands for the N dimensional Lebesgue measure in IR^. In finding the density of this measure with respect to C N and \Du\ y one is led to understand the local behavior of optimal approximating sequences.
We take T to be the space of functions of bounded variation BV(ty E p ), where fici N is open and bounded. This space includes Sobolev spaces, yet allows jumps and other kinds of variation. For u € BV(f2;R p ), \Du\ denotes the total variation measure of Du. We also set is the jump in u, i.e., tx + -u~, where u+ and u" are the traces of u on either side of S(u) (see, e.g., [10] and [17] ), v is the normal to 5(u), and C{u) is the so-called Cantor part. If C{u) = 0, we say u € SBV(Q]W), the space of special functions of bounded variation introduced in [9] . Since functions with Du = C(u) are dense in L 1 , if min W = W(0) then the relaxation of J5(-,ft) would reduce to C N (ti)W(0). We avoid this pathology by only considering sequences in SBV, which is equivalent to relaxing J5(-, f2)+oo|C(-)|(fi)-This corresponds to allowing macroscopic states with Cantor part, but not microscopic states.
E{u)~ I W(Vu)dx + H N~l (S(u)), Jn
In [3] , Ambrosio analyzed the energy functional on SBV given by
E(u) := / W(x,u,Vu)dx+ f 4(, u)
under the hypotheses that W is Carath6odory and has superlinear growth in Vu, and under conditions on <f> that, in particular, allow </> to be any positive constant. A result is that if W is quasiconvex, and if certain assumptions on <f> are met, then E is L} oc lower semicontinuous in SBV. This model is particularly relevant in image segmentation, where the issue is the optimal placement of edges around objects in a photograph, as well as to smooth out each In Section 4, and in order to show the upper bound inequality / < /*, we first prove that /(u, •) is a finite Borel regular measure, absolutely continuous with respect to C N + |JDU|. This follows largely from [12] . The remaining issue in this section is the upper bound for J(u, -)L5(tt), for which we introduce a new argument. There is some difficulty with this step because W N~X [S(u) is, in general, not a Radon measure, and so taking derivatives with respect to W N~X [S(u) is not possible. The usual method for showing upper bound inequalities for jump densities is based on [4] and [5] , and involves approximating jump sets with boundaries of sets with finite perimeter. The technique here is based on looking at the intersection of the jump set with certain sets of finite perimeter. We consider level sets Et of the components of tt, such that Et has finite perimeter and \DJU\ := |D,u|[S(u) concentrates on S(u) D d+E t as we blow-up. We then see that the analysis on S(u) H d*E t is much easier than on S(u). The rest follows from constructing functions in a reasonable way, and by using a suitable covering argument.
I(u,A) = r(u,
Section 5 deals with the proof of the lower bound inequality I > /*, which is a modified version of the corresponding argument in (a draft of) [6] . The changes include choosing the rescaling factors so that the weak * limit measure /i does not see the boundary of the rescaled unit cube, and so that as the rescaled variation measures converge weakly * on a cube, they do not lose any mass (see Lemma 5.1).
In Section 6 we find the optimal microstructure along the jump set of u, for scalar valued u. The proof relies on a coarea formula and a covering argument. It turns out that the proof may be easily extended to the case where the jump density is a positive homogeneous degree one function of [u]i/, and also when the jump density is just a function of the normal.
Preliminaries and the Relaxation Theorem
We consider a bounded, open set Q C M N , and we define the Sobolev spaces W lil (Q) and W 1 » oo (n), and the space of functions of bounded variation BV(Q) in the usual way (see, e.g., [10] and [17] ). We denote by p m , or alternatively p € , the standard mollifier, and for E C Q, XE stands for the characteristic function of E. Given two sets A and B, we define the symmetric difference AAB := (A\B) U {B\A).
We say that a set E C fi has finite perimeter in Q if \E € BV(Q). For such an E, the measure theoretic boundary in fi, 8 m E, is defined as The proof of this theorem will be carried out in Sections 3, 4, and 5, and will use the following alternative expression for the density ft:
Clearly, ft > fti since admissible functions for ft have the necessary periodicity. The other inequality follows from the fact that, after scaling, an admissible function for fti will have the correct trace for ft after altering it to jump on a set of small W. N~l measure. Specifically, suppose v is an admissible function for fti. Define v n) admissible for fti, by
Then

-f W^iVv
It is easy to prove that v n has the correct trace for ft after modifying it to jump across a set with H 1^"1 measure of order £ near dQ v n ^S u .
It will also be useful to consider the function G:
in L l (Q\W), and Ti^" 1 (S(u n )) -> o}.
As we will see in the next section, it turns out that G = QW.
Characterizations of QW for Sequences in BV
The goal of this section is to prove that G = QW. Note the connection to Theorem 4.5 in [3] , where Ambrosio deals with a W with superlinear growth together with a more general jump density.
We begin with Proof. Although this follows from a straightforward application of the lower semicontinuity theorem of [13] in BV, we prefer here to provide a direct proof. We need only show QW < Q*W, since the other inequality follows from the growth condition on W and standard relaxation theory (see Dacorogna [8] and Acerbi and Fusco [1] ). Let {u n } be an admissible infimizing sequence for Q*W(F). The idea is to find a sequence {v n } C W^°°(Q;R P ) such that v n -> Fx in Z/^QjR*) and Since we can do this for a sequence e -* 0, we conclude (3.1).
•
We also need the following lemma in order to show QW = G. we see that there must be an i € {A,..., k) so that
with ||ujj|oo < c*, where the above choice of k does not depend on n. Hence, this can be done for all n E N, giving the same L°° bound of e*. D
We now recall the definition of G, given in Section 2: for some {v n } with the same properties as {u n } and, in addition, ||v n ||oo < M < oo for all n € N.
n-+oojQ
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we have (3.6).
Upper Bound
In this section we prove an inequality leading to (2.4). Precisely,
JA JS(u) JA
We first need the following result. 
so from [14] we know that I(u,A) < I QW{Vu)dx + hence, it only remains to prove that
J(t*,S(tO)<
The jump set 5(u) is, in general, not so easy to deal with. Indeed, there exist functions tx € BV((0,l)
2 ) with jump set {(x,y) € (0,l) 2 : x € Q}. Furthermore, although for such u one has E(u) = oo, we know that J(it) < Ci[l -f |Pu|((0,1)
2 )] < oo. However, measure theoretic boundaries of sets of finite perimeter are much easier to handle and, for our purposes, there are connections between S(u) and certain sets of finite perimeter that we can exploit. If u € BV(ft;R p ), we denote the t level set of u* by E|. Also, if u G BV(ft), then Et has finite perimeter for ^-a-e. *, and {x G 5(u) : u~(x) < t < u+ (x)} C &25 t (see, e.g., the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 5.9 of [10] and similarly for tx + (x). So, we consider the set T of those points in S(u) nd*E t r\ Q(xo,6) such that we can choose r x as above, and (4.9) holds for tx""(x) and u+(x). For x € T, set 
\E(u m ,B) -[a(N -l)r2-l h([u]
We and we have (4.1).
Lower Bound
In this section we prove that
I(u,il) > [ QW(Vu)dx+ I h{[u),v)dH N~l + / QW°°(dC(u)). Jn Js(u) Jn
As mentioned in the introduction, we rely heavily on [6] , and we use the blow-up method introduced by Fonseca 
JO, Js(u n )
Since sup n |ji n |(fi) < oo, there exists a subsequence (not relabeled) and a finite Radon measure \x such that /x n -^ /x, i.e., for all ^ E 
Proof of a):
Let xo G 17 be given such that where the last equality follows from the bound on {J Q ||Vu n ,jfc(y)||d2/} due to (5.1). We now have
As in a), choose a subsequence of <$*, not relabeled, and n* > k such that v* := u nk * -*uo 1 (Q)
"^ = K(*o)-u-(x o )l
Since we can assume the trace of v* = the trace of UQ (see [13] ), it follows that
Proof of c):
We will use the following: Then we can choose j € N and a € (0,77^) such that if t > j, then
A( W)
A(«7) We now have as i -¥ 00, which contradicts (5.2). Hence, we may extract a subsequence, not relabeled, and choose a Radon measure 7 so that A^,. -»• 7 on C and \Si(r)C) > a, where a < T} N . Choose 0 € (T), 1) such that j(d0C) = 0. Then, for a subsequence and a Radon measure 7, A/jfc -^ 7 on C, and for any Borel set A C C we have 
Optimal Jump Microstructure for Scalar Valued Functions
In Section 3 we proved that, for sequences whose energy approaches the infirmim C?, it is not necessary to allow a singular part of the variation measures for {u n }, provided we know that |JD,tx n | -» 0, or if we know that W^"" 1^^) ) -^ 0 in the case where u n € SBV. In other words, there is no gap when considering the infirmim over smooth sequences and over sequences "almost" smooth (see Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3).
The question now is, what behavior is it necessary to allow for admissible functions for ft? That is, how do infimizing sequences behave? Below, we answer this question completely for scalar valued functions.
Looking at the definition of h(p,v) (see (2.5)), we see that admissible functions may have both jumps and nonzero gradient. Is this necessary? Is it possible that there is an admissible function t; that jumps and has nonzero gradient, and the energy of v is below the infirmim over functions that just jump, and below the infimum over functions in W 1 * 1 ? The answer to this question is "yes", and we will see that the natural example illustrates the behavior of infimizing sequences. The square in Figure 2 on page 30 represents Q v for N = 2. Suppose that CW°°(pu) » 1 and W°°(pfi) < 1 for some p € K+ and unit vectors */, fi € K 2 , where v • // > 0. We then see that a function that is 0 below F := Fi U F2 and p above, with a jump across Fi and affine growth across a narrow extension of F2, has lower energy than the infimum over functions that just jump (this infimum is 1), and the infimum over functions in W 1 * 1 (this infimum is CW°°(pv)). Note that this example fails if CW°° is isotropic. We show that this behavior is optimal. The idea is this: first, we give a coarea formula which allows us to consider, for any admissible function for ft(p, i/), the bulk energy as an integral over measure-theoretic boundaries of level sets. We may then choose a "good" level set. Next, we prove that it is energetically better for the jump part of the boundary, i.e., S(u) intersected with the boundary, to be connected and flat. As we will show in Lemma 6.1 below, we can assume that W°° is convex without changing the infimum of the energy, in which case we will prove that the remainder of the boundary might as well be flat, and we conclude that Figure 1 on page 30 captures the geometry of minimizing sequences.
We begin with Lemma 6.1 hw = hewProof. Since CW < W, it follows that hew < hw Conversely, let u be an admissible function for hew-By the relaxation theorem (Theorem 2.1), we have Q where we use the fact that ft < 1. It also follows from Theorem 2.1 that and, by truncation, we can assume that ||/ e ||oo < ll/lloo-By Theorem 1 (ii) in Section 4.2.1 of [10] , there exists {/£} C C°°(<3;R") such that U/'Hoo < II/IU and /* -> f e uniformly on compact subsets of Q.
Choose an increasing sequence of compact sets C n C Q such that A(<2\C n ) < ^. By cutting off /£ outside C n so that ft e Cg°(Q; R N ), we have ft -> f £ A-a.e.
It follows that we can extract a diagonal subsequence {/ n } such that /" -> / A-a.e.
We now recall some notation: for u € BV(Q), set ->R, where measurability is as above, and which is positive homogeneous of degree one in the last variable, then we can take / in the coarea formula to be assuming u is \Du\ measurable and g(x,u(z), jjfcffj)) € L°°(Q, \Du\).
If we want to consider a representative u of u, it must be defined |Du|-a.e. and be \Du\ measurable. For example, we could take u to be the precise representative of it, or just the precise representative of u on Q\S(u) and u+ or it", or even [u] on S(u). In the former case, and if u € SBV, we have
Proof of the Coarea Formula. First we show that for any \Du\ measurable set A C 17, We know (see claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 1, Section 5.5 in [10] ) that 
Hence, in the sequel we will take W to be convex and positive homogeneous of degree one.
Step 1. We show that h < H. Then E is locally of finite perimeter in R N , and we claim that and we conclude (6.7). Equation (6.8) follows by considering, for e > 0, <f> G C,J((-l/2 -e,l/2 + e) N ;R N ) such that ^i = 0 for all i < N y <j> = -e;v on Q and -1 < ^ • e^r < 0. For example, take <t> := -p £ * X(-i/2-e,i/2+e)*e;v. By (6.9) and (6.10) we have Since {u n } is infimizing, and using Theorem 6.6, we have (6.17) and (6.18).
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